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Epidemiological studies

Risk factor or predictor finding studies

� Estimation of associations

� Meta-analysis
I Aggregate Data (AD)

notoriously prone to bias
I Individual Participant Data (IPD)

more reliable!

� Approaches
I Two-stage : reduce IPD to AD, and summarize AD
I One-stage : synthesize the IPD from all studies in a single step

How do these methods compare, and how can they account
for covariates?
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Abstract

Background: Individual participant data (IPD) meta-analyses that obtain ‘‘raw’’ data from studies rather than summary data
typically adopt a ‘‘two-stage’’ approach to analysis whereby IPD within trials generate summary measures, which are
combined using standard meta-analytical methods. Recently, a range of ‘‘one-stage’’ approaches which combine all
individual participant data in a single meta-analysis have been suggested as providing a more powerful and flexible
approach. However, they are more complex to implement and require statistical support. This study uses a dataset to
compare ‘‘two-stage’’ and ‘‘one-stage’’ models of varying complexity, to ascertain whether results obtained from the
approaches differ in a clinically meaningful way.

Methods and Findings: We included data from 24 randomised controlled trials, evaluating antiplatelet agents, for the
prevention of pre-eclampsia in pregnancy. We performed two-stage and one-stage IPD meta-analyses to estimate overall
treatment effect and to explore potential treatment interactions whereby particular types of women and their babies might
benefit differentially from receiving antiplatelets. Two-stage and one-stage approaches gave similar results, showing a
benefit of using anti-platelets (Relative risk 0.90, 95% CI 0.84 to 0.97). Neither approach suggested that any particular type of
women benefited more or less from antiplatelets. There were no material differences in results between different types of
one-stage model.

Conclusions: For these data, two-stage and one-stage approaches to analysis produce similar results. Although one-stage
models offer a flexible environment for exploring model structure and are useful where across study patterns relating to
types of participant, intervention and outcome mask similar relationships within trials, the additional insights provided by
their usage may not outweigh the costs of statistical support for routine application in syntheses of randomised controlled
trials. Researchers considering undertaking an IPD meta-analysis should not necessarily be deterred by a perceived need for
sophisticated statistical methods when combining information from large randomised trials.
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Introduction

Individual participant data (IPD) systematic review and meta-

analysis in which the original ‘‘raw’’ data from each participant in

the relevant trials are centrally collected, checked, re-analysed and

combined [1,2], is considered to be a gold standard approach to

evidence synthesis. The IPD approach has the potential to

minimise publication and reporting biases [3] and to allow

detailed data checking and verification. Analysts can re-code

covariate, measurement and outcome data to common definitions

and carry out appropriate analyses, even where trials failed to do

so [4]. A major advantage of IPD analysis over the conventional

aggregate data approach is that it allows detailed participant-level

exploration of treatment effectiveness in relation to individuals’

characteristics such as age or stage of disease [2,5].

To date, most IPD analyses have taken a two-stage approach to

analysis. In the first stage individual participant data within a trial

are analysed to generate trial-level summary statistics (e.g. relative

risks). In the second stage these results from each trial are

combined across trials using conventional meta-analytical methods

[6,7].The two-stage approach is relatively straightforward to

implement, and produces easily interpretable and communicable

results for those familiar with meta-analyses of aggregate data.

A ‘‘one-stage’’ approach, by contrast combines all individual

participant data in a single meta-analysis based on a regression

model stratified by trial (e.g. a logistic regression). In order to

incorporate random-effects to allow for heterogeneity, hierarchical

or mixed-effect regression models are used [7–9]. These models

are particularly suitable for investigating how treatment effects
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“For these data, two-stage and one-stage approaches to analysis
produce similar results.”

“Researchers considering undertaking an IPD meta-analysis should
not necessarily be deterred by a perceived need for sophisticated
statistical methods [...]”



Motivating Example

Diagnosis of Deep Venous Thrombosis (DVT)

� IPD from 13 studies with 10, 002 patients

� Outcome: DVT presence (binary)

� Predictors: patients’ history, physical examination and results
from a biomarker test

� Between-study heterogeneity

Goal: obtain pooled log odds ratios



Two-stage models

Stage 1

� For each study fit a logistic regression model
with intercept α and slope β (log odds ratio).

� yi ∼ Bernoulli(pi) with logit(pi ) = α + βxi

Stage 2

� Summarize estimates from stage 1

� Univariate meta-analysis: βj ∼ N (µ, τ)

� Bivariate meta-analysis: (αj , βj) ∼ N (M,Σ)

Estimation procedures: MLE, REML and MOM



Two-stage models

Log Odds Ratio
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Variance (error & heterog.)

bivariate (REML) *

univariate (REML)

univariate (MOM)

Estimation issues: zero cell counts (stage 1), correlation
between random effects (stage 2)



One-stage models

Multilevel (hierarchical/mixed effects) model

� Clustering of patients within studies

Random intercept and random slope

� yij ∼ Bernoulli(pij) with logit(pij) = αj + βjxij

� joint distribution for αj and βj (bivariate MA)

� αj and βj independently distributed (univariate MA)

Stratified intercept and random slope

� Estimate intercept for each study (rather than its distribution)

� logit(pij) =
∑

m αmIm=j + βjxij and βj ∼ N (µ, τ)



One-stage models

Log Odds Ratio
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Variance (error & heterog.)

stratified (MLE) *

univariate (MLE) *

bivariate (MLE) *

Few/no REML procedures due to the computational
difficulty in Laplace approximation; convergence issues MLE!



Examining Multiple Risk Factors: two-stage models

For each study: logit(pi ) = α + βxi +
∑

k θkzik

Log Odds Ratio
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Estimation in stage 1 sometimes problematic (zero cell
counts in small studies)



Examining Multiple Risk Factors: one-stage models

Log Odds Ratio
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Variance (error & heterog.)

stratified (MLE) *

multivariate (MLE) *

univariate (MLE) *

Few/no REML procedures due to the computational
difficulty in Laplace approximation; convergence issues MLE!



Closing remarks

� Meta-analysis: different estimates for pooled effects, SE,
heterogeneity and correlation

I Method
(one-stage, two-stage)

I Estimation procedure
(MLE, REML, MOM, #quadr points)

I Model specification
(univariate, multivariate, stratified)

� One-stage models generally more reliable

� Stratified models tends to reduce SE
and heterogeneity; no need to estimate correlation

Meta-analysis method should be pre-specified in study
protocol


